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In a world of abundance of choices, where getting everything has become possible, we yearn for a
life where things are more homely, simpler, understandable and charming. With the desire of
simple, relaxed and informal way of living, we go for products belonging to reputed brands and
standard working principles.

When it comes to enhance appearance of home interior and exterior, we become very much
conscious for the selection of paints color as it is not that simple to go for painting our areas time
and again. Considering the presence of paints brands, we can take help of leading brands to
decorate our homes as per modern paints trends.

To know more about latest paints color trends, readers are required to go through this article. Such
trends are as follows:

Blue

Blue, the sea color is getting used by modern homeowners for their bed rooms. It has been found
that blues have got attraction and popularity in 2011 and will be continued to be red hot in 2012.
From sea glass blue to blue grey and much more mixing, blues are getting considered as ideal for
all living space. This is a natural soothing color that can let one to feel relaxed and clam in areas
where it is used.

Violet, color of mountains

Violet for rooms is considered the color of purple mountains which is the harmonious combination of
red hues and patriotic blue. Being available with leading design home centre, the paints can be
used as accent or dominant color in bedroom or other areas of interior.

Green

The color of farm or forest is green and this is the color that has got another special place in modern
home decoration trends. It is said that green color is good for eyes and so one can feel refresh and
soothing with the application of green. Known to offer comforting feelings, the green color can be
used at areas like kitchen and dining rooms. Adding to it, it can be used in bed rooms and family
rooms to have a unique appearance.

There are many more colors that have been following the trends. One can make use of black &
white, patterns and exterior paint combinations to achieve an impressive look in home interior and
exterior. Check out different color lines available with leading color paints suppliers and get the one
that you think will suit looks and appearance of your desired space.
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commercial and industrial application in Vancouver, BC.
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